


Enjoy Good Coffee and 
Great Conversation
Since Alfred Peet opened the doors to his �rst co�ee 
shop  over �fty years ago, we've been dedicated to 
crafting the perfect cup. This endeavor shapes every step 
of our process, from partnering with farmers to roasting 
by hand. 

Cafe' Mocha
A true indulgence. Our vibrant shots of espressos are 
treated with decadent chocolate and blended together 
with perfectly steamed milk. For the �nale we top our 
luxurious latté with a soft blanket of fresh whipped 
cream. Treat yourself to the true taste of luxury today. 
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Cappuccino 
Keeping the Italian artisan traditional alive we hand pull 
all of our espresso and marry them with steamed milk. 
We then top our masterpiece with sweet delicate foam, 
providing a smooth velvety �nish. Once sip and you will 
taste our dedication to heritage. 

Cafe' Latte
Meaning “milk” in Italian our café latté is made of the 
perfect combination of milk and espresso. Warm milk 
complements our espressos complex �avors and aromas 
while forming a drink both soft, lively, and encouraging. 
Once a classic, always a classic. 
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Loyalty Rewards Cards
For every 10 co�ee’s or teas purchased, you get the 
11th co�ee free. Stop in and enjoy a cup. 

Knight Bucks
We’ve added more value to your meal plan! Knight 
Bucks are issued each semester and are redeemable at 
Peet's and Johnny's.

$200 Knight Bucks will be issued to the Unlimited Plan

$150  Knight Bucks will be issued to the Calvin Core

$120  Knight Bucks will be issued to the Gold Plan

$80   Knight Bucks will be issued to the Maroon Plan

https://www.instagram.com/peetscoffee_calvinuniversity_/
https://www.facebook.com/Peets-Coffee-Calvin-University



